**Concealment of rear fog lamps**

Current positioning of the rear fog lamp

- **Maximum height ECE R48:** 1000 mm
- **Minimum height SAE:** 381 mm

**Current** positioning of the rear fog lamp

- **Stop lamps**
- **Rear fog lamp**
- **Tail lamp**
- **Rear fog lamp**
- **Direction indicator**
- **Reversing lamp**
- **Moveable spoiler**
- **Air cleaner/intake**
- **Silencer**
- **Impact absorbing area USA CFR.49 Part 581 (Bumper Test)**

Concealment of rear fog lamps
Future position of the rear foglamp leads to improved stop lamps

- Minimum height SAE: 381 mm
- Maximum height ECE R48: 1000 mm

Impact absorbing area

Concealment of rear fog lamps
Concealment of rear fog lamps

- spoiler closed
  rear fog lamp concealed

- spoiler just opening
  rear fog lamp becomes visible when activated

- spoiler fully opened
Advantages of the concealable rear fog lamp:

- neither stop lamps nor emergency braking display interfered by rear fog lamp
- stop lamps improved in size and efficiency
- harmonization: concealable rear fog lamp is already allowed in FMVSS/SAE